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Much has h app ened since the first issue. Even though the concepts of Mathematics as
a Hum ani stic Discipline and Humanistic Ma thematics Network are not well-defined, many
have felt th at the ideas h ave great potential, and have sought to be part of the Network by
asking for and by contributing to t he Newsletter. T he number and diversity of responses
and especially the enthusiasm have been very encouraging . Mathematicians seem to have
an intuitive sense of the naturalness of the Network and begin to create for themselves and
thei r colleagues a sharper definition or a set of examples and illustrations of humanistic
as pects of mathematics.
A proposal to the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondar y Education (FIPS E)
and the NSF to strengthen an d sustain the network and its activities is being reviewed.
Many mathematicians have contributed good ideas to the proposal. Among the central
ideas of the proposal is the support of those who wan t to teach in non traditional ways
and those who want to do non traditional resear ch. Network support is needed to prevent
professional isolation of such faculty.
T he Southern California sectio n meeting of the MAA November 12, 1988 will include
a special session of contribute d papers on Humanistic Mathemati cs. T he national meet ing
of the MAA in J anuary 1989 will probabl y have a similar session of contributed papers.
J ack Gray is organizing a special session in section A5.4 of ICME-6 on "revitalizing
undergraduate mathematics." Three topics are (1) revit alizing the undergraduate curriculum/materials, particularly in calculus; (ii) alternative teaching/lecturing methods;
(iii) rejuvenating faculty involved in undergraduate teaching. He encou rages all interes ted
colleagues to contact him and to come to ICME-6. His address is

J ack Gray
School of Mathematics
T he University of New South Wales
P.O. Box Box 1
Kensington , New South \Vales
Australia 2033

If the FIP SE- NSF proj ect is fun ded, your sugges tio ns about conferences, workshops
mini-courses, etc. are welcome. National and region al committees will be set up to coordinate network activities, including electronic bulletin boards.
Contributions to Newsletter #3 are invited .
Sincer ely,

(Jz~
Alvin White
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